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ear colleagues, chamaeleon researchers, enthusiasts &
friends, the site Chameleons.info develops faster than
expected! I am very happy to announce that!
It gains on content, volume, quality and on attention - Thank you all for your interest,
cooperation and support! My goal is to provide a platform for you serving as a base
of interesting, inspiring and reliable information on chameleons. Please feedback me
in what an extent I succeed…

CHAMELEONS.INFO
This site is made for the good of chameleonkind and mankind. It is dedicated to
chameleons to secure their their existence in the wild and to provide information
and inspiration, fostering their wellness and thriving in captivity... As the existence
of chameleons as a family is directly and indirectly tied with trees, it is important
to care for trees as well and this way to care for the whole planet.

The site has a simple, logical structure.
We put lots of effort into making the pages more useful for you and one of the
greatest achievement is to build up a nice representative gallery of several hundreds
of interesting photographs depicting the diversity of chameleon species. Enjoy
studying the individual taxa and get inspired by their beauty. The galleries are
logically structured into three separate sub-galleries:

 INDIGENOUS CHAMELEONS
Chameleons living in the wild in areas, which they inhabit
naturally: from Africa and Madagascar to Sri Lanka and
India. We have pictures of species that are unique and never
seen before by anyone including some undescribed taxa.

 FERAL CHAMELEONS
Chameleons inhabiting territories to which they have been
introduced by humans: sometimes centuries ago like the
populations of the European Chameleon (Chamaeleo
chamaeleon) in Spain, Portugal and Malta or decades like in
the almost half century ago case of introduction of the
Jackson’s chameleon (Trioceros jacksonii) to Hawaii or in
recent years like the feral populations of Yemen, Panther and
Oustalet’s Chameleons (Chamaeleo calyptratus, Furcifer pardalis and oustaleti)
in Florida. We have a unique collection of feral panthers from Florida!

 CAPTIVE CHAMELEONS
Chameleons living and born in captivity from the commonly
kept and bred species to absolute rarities like Trioceros
pfefferi or Calumma malthe!
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OUR MAIN FOCUS IS:
GALLERIES
To show more diversity and beauty.

QUIZZES
To entertain you and give you opportunity to check the level of your knowledge.

VIDEOS
To inspire you by educational videos on valid topics.

CHAMELEON VOYAGES
To offer you a rare option of joining me on some
research trips.

NEW POSTS
To provide new info for your reference and growth.

EXPEDITIONS
I plan an expedition in June to Florida to study the feral populations
of chameleons there: still some places free - reserve if you are interested!
I plan two unique expeditions in near future to places, that are not easy
to access without exact local knowledge:
 TANZANIA - The Chameleons of Eastern Arc (or Arch?)
 MADAGASCAR - The unknown chameleons of the North

Stay in touch and check the announcement to reserve a place!

Please enjoy this page and use it for your
reference and inspiration!
All info is available in easy to read and downloadable form to serve
mankind and chameleonkind to make this planet a better place to live.

